Sometimes, not saying anything is the best answer. You see, silence can never be misquoted.

To everything there is a season. Yes. A time to break down, and a time to build up. Yes. A time to keep silence and a time to speak. Yes.

When you want some sugar coated truth with a grin or two go to:
http://www.sugarcoatedmessage4u.com/

BUT:
“"There comes a time when silence is betrayal."
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

EVIL SUCEEDS WHEN GOOD PEOPLE DO NOTHING

AND:

Sometimes there is a time for Intense Expression, I have a "Sugar Coated Message" for You.

When people’s lives are in danger, when greed puts profit over people, there is a time to speak out, aggressively against tyranny.

www.sugarcoatedmessage4u.com

Desire Dubounet
Sugar coated messages:
Go to the website or go to these links to get a sugar coated message of tack, compassion, a soft word or two of consolation, peace, and tranquility. Desire’ feels that being soft and ladylike is always the best way to get across a message and seldom is it worth raising your voice. You see for most small minded people only listen to the TONE and not the Message. But, you be the judge.

<www.sugarcoatedmessage4u.com>

http://indavideo.hu/video/Intro_to_the_Sugar_Coated_Messages

http://indavideo.hu/video/Warrior_Effect

http://indavideo.hu/video/TobaccoEffect

http://indavideo.hu/video/SugarCoatedNuclearSkinny

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sugar_Coated_Messages_for_timid_weak_willed_cowards

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sugar_coated_message_for_George_Bush

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sugar_Coated_Message_to_get_Smokers_to_Quit

http://indavideo.hu/video/Intro_to_the_Sugar_Coated_Messages

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sam_Kinison_-_Listen_to_the_Message_not_just_the_Tone

http://indavideo.hu/video/listen_to_the_message_not_just_the_tone_1

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sugar_Coated_Messages_for_an_Inconvenient_Twit

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sugar_Coated_Message_-_For_Mediocre_Minds

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sugar_Coated_Message_When_Love_Sucks

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sugar_Coated_Message_to_Harry_Truman
In God's World There is a time to be silent ... and a time to speak and a Time to Express Intensity

Open Your Mind + Release Fixations

There are at least two sides to every story. Actually there are very many sides

Some agree with You, Some do NOT and Most People Simply DO NOT CARE

Prof Desire' Dibound
There is an appointed time for everything. And there is a time for every event ......

A time to give birth and a time to die;
A time to plant and a time to uproot what is planted.

A time to kill and a time to heal;
A time to tear down and a time to build up.

A time to weep and a time to laugh;
A time to mourn and a time to dance.

A time to throw stones and a time to gather stones;
A time to embrace and a time to shun embracing.

A time to search and a time to give up as lost;
A time to keep and a time to throw away.

A time to tear apart and a time to sew together;
A time to be silent and a time to speak.

A time to love and a time to hate;
A time for war and a time for peace.

Ecclesiastes 3:1-8

And a Time To Give a Sugar Coated Message  Desire 'Dubounet
The War Crimes Trial of Harry S. Truman
A CTW PRODUCTION

There are several points in this trial that are confusing to the public.

Let me make these clear.

1. There is discussion on the net that Truman gave a warning before dropping the bomb. **HE DID NOT GIVE ANY WARNING WHATSOEVER.** It took the Japanese days to just confirm what happened. This violates several international treaties and law the US has signed,

   Making this a War Crime Indeed.

2. After the Japanese got confirmation Truman waited less than 12 hours before ordering the next bomb. This is a mark of a twisted confused brutal mind.

   Yes this is right, and this alone is confirmation of a War Crime.

3. Truman makes no attempt to call the Japanese to discuss surrender or to give an ultimatum. His arrogant condescending attitude borders on mental defect.

4. Japan is a defenseless country with no navy, no air force and no continental army. The napalm fire bombing of Tokyo trully ended the war.

   To Not negotiate but drop a Weapon of unthinkable Destruction is a War Crime

5. Hiroshima was not on the military target list, making this a War Crime

6. In law if your neighbor kills your wife, it is still illegal to kill his wife. In law revenge is never allowed as a defense.
Bush signs Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act and sells all of American and her citizens as slaves to the SYNthetic drug and Medical Cartel.

**COUNTERTHINK**

The Bush Administration negotiates with drug companies.

- We demand TEN BILLION dollars for our medications, and not a PENNY LESS!
- We'll offer TWENTY TRILLION dollars and not a PENNY more.

"Rarely is the question asked: Is our children learning?"  - George W. Bush

You Should Never Elect an Idiot or a Psychopath.
Be selective in your battles, sometimes peace is better than being right.

Medical EXPOSE
http://www.medicalexpose.com/
I had the Pleasure of Working with Louise Hay many years ago to help her make her Affirmations. I have added much more and I have added these Affirmations to my book on Humorology, so there is a Cosmic Joke, Mental Cause, and Affirmation for each major disease. I Hope it Helps You.

**Humoropathy™**

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/The%20Medicine%20of%20Humoropathy.pdf

---

So I have a SUGAR COATED MESSAGE for the WORLD and ALL OF YOU

They say that the Tone you talk at is more important than the Message. 70% of what people hear is just Tone.

A Thoughtful Message of Tact and Diplomacy. With Careful Attention to be Serene, Smooth and Graceful.

Because this is the most Important Message the World has ever Heard.
Sugar Coated Message

You F*CKED UP BAD
REAL BAD
incredibly over the top... BAD BAD BAD.
It's unbelievably bad
You have ruined our planet with
Greed, Anger and Delusion

Look Out! Fuckhead!
You don't question the TONE, You don't
shoot the messenger, You swerve.

In olden days there were two main ways to react to an attack on your village. The women and children would freeze and increase their chances of survival. If they did not fight back they might be taken as slaves. The warrior would attack back. The men took up a sword and increased their chances of survival by fighting. A modification of flight or fight to freeze fast or battle back. There are the two major defense mechanisms when attacked. Most are like sheep and dislike or even fear any confrontation. They panic and cringe in terror even if there is just a loud tone of voice. When they hear a loud tone of voice they freeze like a deer in the headlights. Others feel outrage at injustice and take a warrior stance and a warrior tone. The small minds and the Ultra Rich use this to manipulate the masses, but before we are all lead into their slavery maybe some will respect the warriors sense of outrage. The Angel is an outrageous warrior and expresses outrage to defend intellect, freedom, equality and the children. This is a time where we need warriors not sheep, outrage not timid fear, courage not submissiveness.
Desi's Sugar-Coated Messages to Change the World

http://indavideo.hu/video/Sugar_Coated_Message_to_get_Smokers_to.Quit

Here You can see just how to Quit
When Humanity is in Danger,
When the small Minds
Threaten Equality,
When Greed Threatens the
Balance of our Planet,
When ANGER Threatens Peace,
When the Tobacco companies
Threaten our Children,
When the Drug Companies
Threaten our Freedom,
When Fear threatens Love

Sometimes it is time to touch
the the Super Courage within
and activate Clarity of Mind

Sometimes it is time to
Become Super

https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandreveal/
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